
Palionisos Bay 
 

  
 
Acces: The new Road via Skalia to Palionisos. Continue with a dirt road, passing Nikolas 
Taverna, towards the beach. At the crossing turn left to Ilias Taverna. Parking. From there 
follow the blue marks, continue along a fence and then scramble up the hill to the obious crag 
with the orange roof. To the Sector “Paradise Beach”, 50m back from the parking and than 
the ramp in Zic-Zac to the crag. All  routes cleaned and with lower-offs, max.30m. 

 
1        Henkelparade (jug parade), 5b***, in the gully with the big holes and jugs 
          (Christian Schmidt, Angie Hafner & Drilling Gang - 11/2011) 
2        Teardrop, 6c **, technical and not so easy for the on-sight 
           (Theo Hoch & Drilling Gang – 11/2011) 
3         Matze alive, 6b**  (Jürgen Rohrmann 11/2011) 
4         Wiesel, 6b** - variant to ILTIS, one short passage difficult 
            (Hommel & Friedrich - 10/2011) 
5          Iltis, 6b *** - a natural line, various, technical at the crux with tiny holds 
6          Iltis Extension, 7a *** , 15m, bridging at the roof, but hard on the chimney 
7          Baden mit und ohne, 7a *** - almost every bolt you reach, you get a new grade 
8          Novembersonne, 7b *** - the fingery technical slab 
9          67, 6b+ *** - at the black tufa holds  go straight! 
10        Fingerpull, 6a+  *** - the name tells the story…right at the top 
11        British Pubbull 5c+, *** - steep above the big hole, don’t cheat to far left. 
12        No Sprit, No Station, 5c *** -  the wall with fingery holds (a long way from the last  
            station to the beach for scooters) 
13        Corax, 5b *** - a pair of corax watched carefully what we’ve been doing 
14        Colchicum autumnale 5a, ** - it’s only one delicate technical move 
15        TakTakTak 4b, **- nice, but the sound of the island disturbed while drilling  
16         Rocco, 4c **, fills up the sector (Hedgecock 5/13) 
 
November 2010, 5 and 9 – 15: Hans Weniger, Angie Hafner, Christian Schmidt (Drilling 
Gang) ---  Nr. 6 – 8: Bernd & Christine Arnold and Drilling Gang  
Thanks a lot to Sue and Steve McDonnell (Glaros Bar) and George Hatzismalis (Municipality 
of Kalymnos)  for their help! 


